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THE SERPENT
SYMBOL AND
MAIZE CULTURE
<,

and winged, fire-breathing, scaly and
serpent-bodied is the Dragon of European folklore and
.
art. Yet he seems not native; in all his bodiments there
is something of artifice and'bugaboo unreality; he does not seem
to "take" in the European environment, but remains a toy of the
nursery or mildly an ornament-unconvincing
from Roman to
,
r
Wa~erian times. For aliving dragon in the Old World, the true
.. fire-vomiter, it is necessary to go to ~e Orient. Already the
Serpent-of-the-Waters-Beneath appears on Sumerian tablets; but
it is in the farther East, in the Sinitic empire, that the Dragon
comes fully to his own. There he is a doud-dweller, and swims,
flame-splendored, through the mists and billows of the upper
skies, flashing all the hues of the prismatic universe in his broideries,-azures of the East, reds of the South, blacks of the North,
of the West the whites which for the Chinese is the color of death
and mourning, and most imperially the yellows of the Middle'
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This piece is an excerpt from an unpublished manuscript,· "The Great·
Mysteries of the North American Indian," by Hartley Burr Alexander. The work
was completed in 1935. A previous excerpt, "Giver of Life," was published in the
Autumn 1950 issue of NMQ. One of the book's primary concerns is to trace the
connections between old world and new world cultures, and to show that analogous modes of life create analogous modes of thought, regardless of "history"
or geography. Furthennore, this is not necessarily a result of diffusion, but is
rather a natural analogy of thought, philosophy, ritual, and symbol which is
bound to occur to some degree when cultures share a basic parallelism. One
aspect of the argument is presented in this excerpt.
NOTE:
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Kingdom's earth. Further, for the Chinese geomancer, there are
lakes in the four directions, and a dragon for the lake of each
color and direction, and one for the Pool Beneath, all these in
addition to the king-dragon of them all whose abode is the skyrealm. The whole cosmic scheme is convincingly analogous to
that represented on the Mexican codices, where great serpents
likewise govern the quarters and breathe cataclysmic disasters
when time has counted its fates and run its courses.
The Serpent appears among the Com-dancing villagers of New
Mexico as well. Again the Quarters have all their distinctive
colors-co10rs mantic with the seasons and to each Quarter, and
to the Pool Beneath and the Pool Above, whose mingling waters
are the tides of growth, is assigned a magic Serpent, plumed to
show his kindred to this day. On embroidered kilt and painted
bowl and ceremonial altar the Avanyu (Tewa) , or Koloowisi
(Zuni) , or Polulukoii (Hopi) is figured, as he was in the days
when the thriving peoples of Pueblo Bonito and Chetro Ketl and
they of the cliff palaces of Mesa Verde adorned their altars and
their sacred vessels.
It turns out, too, that Chinese Dragon and Plumed Serpent
participate in like powers: for both are genii of the fruits of
earth and of the fecundation of the fields, and hence ultimately
of the whole thunderous interplay of sexual strife, whence Yin
and Yang engender creation. But this does not infer missionizing
or chance tranference from Asia to America; for when it is understood that the Plumed Serpent and the Dragon both are but birdserpent embodiments of the raincloud and of the fluid which
alone to farming peoples can mean life, then the image needs no
transfer from land to land, but is self-sown wherever agriculture
becomes a state's foundation, Sumer, China, Mexico-all speak
but the natural language of men who read the heavens for their
seasonal gift.
In the New World the cult and myth of the bird-serpent, in
identic or related forms, is mainly coterminous,with the highland
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areas which define the regions of the most ancient maize cultures.
It is vivid and varied in the Pueblo Plateau as in that of Central
Mexico and again on the Yucatec peninsula and'in the Guatemalan highlands; in Colombia. and southward through Peru to
Bolivia. recur the images of the serpent, the bird. and the cross,
everywhere in relation to rain-forms and fertility. Naturalistically the myth-being is associated with ·moistureand with the
waters of the world-regions and with seedings and fecundity. yet
always, in his greater forms. with the sky. He is not only the
"Green-Feather Snake" and the "Cloud Snake," bearded ~th
rain, but he is also the '''Son of the Serpent" and again the uHouse
of Dews," and, transformed, the "Lord of the Dawn." He is, as
the myths tell, driven by the Wind God, dissolved by the Sun, or
sacrificed to the Sun; and he is conquered by the supreme malefemale Master of Heaven, of whom, indeed, he is also represented
as born and whose peculiar gift of generation is abundantly his.
That the Plumed Serpent is first of all the rain-cloud, and in
especial right the high-terraced cumulus clpud of midsummer
(whence he'is called also the "White God") , from whose black
belly falls the reek of rain, is attested not only by myth and the
imagery, but also by the art whichj~ Mexico represents him as
masked. now as bird, now as serpent, .and in New Mexico as a
serpent body whose dorsal burden is the cloud cumulus and •
whose tongue is the jagged lightning. The Chinese Dragon, it
will be recalled, swims in just such billowing ·cumulus.
But there is another aspectwhich the Plumed Serpent assumes,
with qualities not now derived from nature but rather from the
dramatic course of human life. In his classic form he is the Quetzalcoatl of the Nahuatlali peoples, identical in name-meaning
;with the Kukulcan of the Maya and the Gucumatz of the Kichefor all of these names have the one meaning of "Green-feather
Serpent:' The bird known to the Aztec, and thence to us, as the
"quetZal'" (Pharomacrrus mocinno) is distinguished by longflowing tail plumes, brilliantly green, and treasured by the Mex-
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ican peoples as insignia of kings and gods; and like the tail plumes
of the macaw, which for Pueblo folk are symbols of the bladed
glories of the maize fields, so for Aztec and Maya were the curving splendors of the quetzal feathers-the "rich plume" which
with the emerald stone is a favorite metaphor of Nahua poetry:
My Lord, let thine emerald waters come descendingl
Now is the old tree changed to green plumageThe fire-snake is transformed into the quetzall

"
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Now this Quetzalcoatl appears in Mexican tradition no longer
as a cosmic serpent, but as a man, and a man to whom historical
place is assigned. In the tales he was lord of Tollan, the ancient
city of the Toltec fabled as the fountain of the glories of civilization, and in our day tentatively identified with the ancient pyramids of Teotihuacln, which are of the Sun and of the Moon and
of the Plumed Serpent, as the sculptures show. But Tezcatlipoca,
he of the mirror and of the windy roads, drove forth the ancient
king; so that he departed with his arts and his precious gifts, and
from the east coast sailed into the dawn, borne upon a serpenttwining raft-yet with the promise that one day he would return
in the brightness of his power to reclaim and redeem his people.
How l\fontezuma, in terror of this fable, thought to recognize in
the Spaniard the god returning, and out of dread lost his life and
his city and his people's freedom is one of the epic tales of history-made vivid and present by the gauds of the deity sent to
Cortez.as the monarch's propitiatory gift and now reposing in the
British Museum. Plausibly the story of the departure of Quetzalcoati may record the overthrow of the elder power, and perhaps
of the king Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, named for the deity, at the
time of the invasion by the eagle-guided Aztec Northerners, who
built their capital where the eagle seized the serpent, and gave
the emblem of Mexican power and nationality. Nevertheless, the
tale of the coming of the god, bringing with him metallurgy, law, _
letters, and the arts of life, and after glorious years departing, but
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with promise of a redemptive return (formerly perhaps a myth
of the returning summer with the wealth and joy of the fields) is
found recurrently among all the more cultured peoples of ancient
America, north and south.
Into it historical events may well interwea"e, of which prob-:
ably the latest instance is in New Mexico, where the PueblSpeoples have since Spanish times created a legend of Montezuma,
the fabulous emperor of the South, who in olden times was their
lord and who, after bringing the blessings of Indian civilization,
ascended into the eastern skies upon his royal eagle, the~e to
abide the hour of his triumphant return. In this, the old legend
of the Indian Messiah is mingled with an echo of history, while
back of both lies a drama of Nature, as ancient in consciousness
as the first maize-plariting an~ the first rain-prayer.
Thus for the aboriginal peoples of America the domestication
of the maize was the initial and key for the whole pattern of a
human civilization, and the vivid coloring of a unique philosophy of life. Expanding north and south from its Middle
American beginnings, .this culture marginally encountered and
mingled with the warnor-creeds of the braves of the Thunderbird, man-born from the Sky-Father; but within its own native
centers, the whole complexion of thought had been for so many
. tens of centuries hued from the grainfields that men had no
imagination outbordering them. Their own flesh and blood was
maize in substance and creation: in the narrative of the Popul
Vuh~ which of our autochthonous literature is the greatest surviving monument, not alone is man maize-formed, but the images
ass~iated with--the fruitful fields are archetypal ofa civilization
premeditated in the dusks of time, when the Seeds of Things
were in cosmic generation_. Like our own Semitic Genesis, the
creation story of the Kiche Scripture figures the reflective thought
of men for whom the transformation which of all has been most
momentous in human time, from flesh-feeder to farmer, has long
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since passed into an intimate understanding of Nature; and like
the Semitic the Indian version possesses both maturity of reflective thought and majesty of expression.

L

Admirable is the account [so the narrative opens] of the time in
which it came to pass that all was formed in heaven and upon earth.
the quartering of their signs. their measure and alignment. and the
establishment of parallels to the skies and upon the earth to the four
quarters thereof, as was spoken by the Creator and Maker. the
Mother. the Father of life and of all existence. that one by whom all
move and breathe, father and sustainer of the peace of peoples. by
whose wisdom was premeditated the excellence of all that doth exist
in the heavens, upon the earth. in lake and sea.
Lo, all was in suspense. all was calm and silent; all was motionless.
all was quiet. and wide was the immensity of the skies.
Lo, the first word and the first discourse. There was not yet a man.
not an animal; there were no birds nor fish nor crayfish; there was no
wood, no stone, no bog, no ravine, neither vegetation nor marsh; only
the sky existed.
The face of the earth was not yet to be seen; only the peaceful sea
and the expanse of the heavens.
Nothing was yet formed into a body; nothing was joined to another
thing; nothing held itself poised; there was not a rustle. not a sound
beneath the sky. There was nothing that stood upright; there were
only the quiet waters of the sea, solitary within its bounds; for as yet
nothing existed.
There were only immobility and silence in the darkness and in the
night. Alone was the Crentor. the Maker. Tepeu. the Lord, and Guenmatz, the Plumed Serpent. those who engender. those who give being.
alone upon the waters like a growing light.
They are enveloped in green and azure. whence is the name Guenmatz, and their being is great wisdom. Lo. how the sky existeth, how
the Heart of the Sky existeth-for such is the name of God. as He doth
name Himself!
It is then that the word came to Tepeu and to Gucumatz. in the
shadows and in the night. and spake with Tepeu and with Gucumatz.
And they spake and consulted and meditated, and they joined their
words and their counsels.
Then light came while they consulted together; and at the moment
of dawn man appeared while they planned concerning the produc-
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tion and increase of the groves and of the climbing vines, there in the
shade and in the night, through that one who is the Heart of the Sky,
whose name is Hurakan.
The Lightning is the first sign of Hurakan; the second, is the Streak
of Lightning; the third is the Thunderbolt whichstriketh; and these
three are the Heart.of the Sky•
.Then they came to Tepeu, to Gucumatz, and held counsel touching
civilized life; how seed should be 'formed, how light should be produced, how the sustainer and nourisher of all.
"Let it be thus done. Let the waters retire-and cease to obstruct, to
the end that earth exist here, that it harden itself and show its surface,
to the end that it be sown, and that the light of day shine in the
heavens and upon the earth; for we shall receive neither glory nor
honour from all that we have created and formed until human beings
exist, endowed with sentience:' Thus they spake while the earth was
formed by them. It is thus, veritably, that creation took place, and the
earth existed. "Earth," they said, and immediately it was formed.
Like a fog or a cloud was its formation into the material state, when,
h"ke great lobsters, the mountains apPeared upon the waters, and in
an instant there were great mountains. Only by marvelous power
could have been achieved this their resolution when the mountains
and the valleys instantly appeared, with groves of cypress and pine
r
upon them.
.
Then was Gucumatz filled with joy. "Thou are welcome, 0 Heart
of the Sky, 0 Hurakan, 0 Streak of Lightning, 0 Thunderboltt"
"This that we have created and shaped will have its end," they
replied.
None but a mind seasoned by the centuries and acquainted
with thought of human destiny could have framed this last 'judgment; it lifts out of myth and into philc>sophy, recording no more
the transient gloss of a sensuous imagination playing upon the
broken surfaces of Nature, but the aepth-shadowed thought of a
mind long matured in reflection. It is just such a m~turation of
thought that flashes through, from time to time, in the scanty
remains of the literature of the maize-raising Peoples ~f America,
giving evidence, which no archaeology is needed to corroborate,
of a native development of the human spirit, centuries-seated.
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